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haut-bailly hospitality

At the doorstep of Bordeaux, our estates invite you to leave the city for a 
moment of serenity in the vineyard.

Chateau Haut-Bailly, Graves Classified Growth, situated atop a hillside 
that has been home to vineyards for over four centuries, welcomes 
guests year-round for private visits, hand crafted meals and customised 
receptions.

Chateau Le Pape, set in a 9-hectare vineyard half-a-mile away from 
Haut-Bailly, is a haven of peace, a relaxing retreat for wine-lovers.

In this unique setting, a place of sharing and passion, hospitality is a tradition. 
Offering a wealth of experiences, vintages and tastings throughout the four 
seasons, the team at Haut-Bailly and Le Pape invites you to discover the 
wines, the history and the character of these two great Chateaux. 

Meet the men and women behind the label - and discover their passion 
and the savoir-faire that go into making a Grand Cru.
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Chateau haut-bailly

SETTINGS

The Chateau & its Terrace
The Chateau was built in 1872. The reception rooms illustrate 
the refinement and elegance of the French « art de vivre ».

The Chateau
The large dining room welcomes groups of 8 to 15 for Table Privée 
functions. The small dining room is reserved for weekday lunches of 
4 to 7 guests. 

During the fall and winter months guests can enjoy the warmth of the 
fireplace in the salon while enjoying an aperitif and completing their 
meal with coffee and tea.

The Terrace
Located behind the Chateau and westward facing, the terrace overlooks 
the property’s hundred-year-old vines. The perfect setting to enjoy 
spectacular sunsets during summer.

The terrace easily adapts to various formats and allows guests to enjoy a 
number of activities on the Chateau’s lawn...
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Chateau haut-bailly

SETTINGS

The Reception Hall

Offering a space of 200 m2 (2,150 sq ft), the hall welcomes up to 
130  seated guests with round or long tables. The offer includes our 
wooden chairs, table settings, individual menus and floral decoration.

The reception hall - a former barrel room - opens onto the 
Chateau’s courtyard and the iconic sculpture of Bernar Venet.
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Chateau haut-bailly

SETTINGS

The Conference Room
A well-lit environment offering comfort and discretion.

60 in theatre 25 in U shape 40 in classroom

Overlooking the vineyard and bathed with natural light, the conference 
room, with a surface area of 90 m2 (960 sq ft), offers a quiet environment 
for seminars, master classes and various workshops. The patio offers fresh 
air and sunshine during breaks.

HD video projector Furniture Air conditioning

Projection screen Paperboard Wifi

Microphone Videoconference
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Chateau haut-bailly

Our boutique welcomes visitors from Monday to Friday for a friendly 
moment after a visit or for a shopping break in your day.

In addition to the wines of the property, it offers a selection of fine books 
and objects related to wine, gastronomy and the French « art de vivre ».

SETTINGS

The Boutique 

Monday to Friday
from 9 am to 5 pm
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Chateau haut-bailly

SETTINGS

The Cellar

Unveiled in the autumn of 2020, Chateau Haut-Bailly is very proud to 
welcome visitors in its spectacular new cellar, a place where architecture 
and nature come together. Integrating seamlessly into the landscape, this 
new structure offers incredible views of our vineyards. It houses our new 
production, ageing and storage cellars.

The cellar will be open for visits in the spring of 2021.
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Chateau haut-bailly

OFFERS

Visits & Tastings
From the vineyard through the vat room to our barrel cellars, visits 
at the property offer guests insight into the techniques and methods 
that go into making the wines of Haut-Bailly, a property dedicated 
to producing exceptional red wines since its foundation in 1630.

Visits available upon booking from
Monday to Friday between 9 am and 4.30 pm

1 h 15

1 h

Gourmet Visit
A private visit which includes a presentation of the Bordeaux appellations and 
history about the estate, a visit to the vineyards and cellars, and a tasting of two wines 
from Haut-Bailly paired with a gourmet platter (cheese, chocolate and dried fruit). 

Classic Visit
A discovery visit which includes a presentation of the Bordeaux appellations  
and the history of the estate, followed by a visit to the vineyards and cellars, and 
completed with a tasting of two wines from Haut-Bailly.

15 min.Tasting
A guided tasting with two wines in our boutique.
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Chateau haut-bailly

OFFERS

Exclusive Visits
High-end tours to discover the secrets of our Grand Cru and 
a seated tasting of our wines in the Chateau.

Rendez-vous au Chateau
An in-depth visit, with a tasting of five Haut-Bailly wines paired with a 
gourmet platter (cheese, chocolate and dried fruit).

Collector’s Visit
An in-depth visit, with a tasting of three Haut-Bailly wines paired with 
a gourmet platter (cheese, chocolate and dried fruit).

1 h30

1 h30

Visits available upon booking from
Monday to Friday between 9 am and 4.30 pm
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Chateau haut-bailly

OFFERS

Cooking Workshop 
Immersed in the Chateau, Haut-Bailly opens its kitchen for 
a unique experience.

Our cooking workshop gives you the opportunity to perfect your knowledge 
in gastronomy by reproducing traditional French recipes.

The workshop begins with a cooking class, followed by a visit of the estate 
and finishes with a tasting of your creations paired with a glass of wine from 
Chateau Haut-Bailly.

4 to 8 2 h30
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Chateau haut-bailly

OFFERS

The Table Privée
Haut-Bailly opens the doors of its reception rooms for private 
dining prepared by the Chateau’s own Chef.

The Table Privée
The Chateau’s private dining rooms are the stage for an exquisite pairing of 
fine wines and the seasonal cuisine of Haut-Bailly’s own Chef.

Set in the dining room of the Chateau, the Chef ’s menu is designed around 
seasonal products, unveiled at the table. This experience includes a winery 
visit, an aperitif with Champagne, a four-course menu paired with 3 wines 
from the estate.

8 to 15

Collector’s lunch
Smaller groups, from 4 people, are welcome for lunch during the week in the 
Chateau’s small dining room. The Collector’s lunch offers the quality of the 
Table Privée to exclusive groups. This experience includes a winery visit, and a 
wine tasting, culminating with a four-course menu paired with 3 wines from 
the estate.

4 to 7
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Chateau haut-bailly

The attention to detail practiced in the cellars matches our efforts to 
refine the art of food and wine pairing. The setting, with its historic stone 
buildings nestled among old growth vineyards, provide for a magical 
atmosphere that will charm and captivate your guests.

OFFERS

Group Events
Group events at Chateau Haut-Bailly are a unique occasion 
to experience the precision that goes into the creation of 
a Grand Cru. 

20 to 130

« Garden Party Chic »
A fun and dynamic format, the Garden party allows guests to mingle and 
explore while enjoying the wines and the setting of Chateau Haut-Bailly.

Lunch and dinner
Winery visit. Aperitif cocktail with Champagne. Seated dinner in the 
reception hall.

Menu : starter, main course, selection of French cheeses, dessert, coffee 
and assortment of sweet delicacies. 

Wines : two vintages of Chateau Haut-Bailly, one vintage of our second wine.
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Chateau haut-bailly

OFFERS

Conferences
Our offers are tailored to the schedule and format of each group. 
Take advantage of the enchanting setting during a lunch or a 
dinner. 

Max. 60

Working day
Use of the conference room and its equipment. Includes refreshments 
and coffee break.

A winery visit can be organised before your meal. Two options are 
available :

- Gourmet Menu : Main dish and a “ café gourmand ” 

- Epicurian Menu : Appetisers, starter, main course, dessert and coffee 

Each menu is served with two wines from Chateau Haut-Bailly.

N E W
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Chateau le pape

The elegant 18th-century house and its 
gardens were entirely renovated according 
to heritage conservation rules, revealing the 
finesse of the architecture and the privileged 
location of Chateau Le Pape.

Bright and comfortable, the bedrooms offer a 
serene atmosphere.

Have breakfast on the terrace overlooking the 
vineyards. Sunbathe by the pool. Enjoy a book 
in the living room. Immerse in the quietness 
of the gardens...

Chateau Le Pape is a discreet retreat, an oasis 
of calm. Wine lovers can also enjoy a visit 
to Haut-Bailly’s cellars and taste the Chef ’s 
cuisine at Haut-Bailly’s Private Table.

OFFERS

Guestrooms at Chateau Le Pape
At the doorstep of Bordeaux and minutes away from Haut-Bailly, 
Chateau Le Pape overlooks a 9-hectare vineyard.

CONTACT  : hospitality@haut-bailly.com

CHATEAU LE PAPE
25 chemin Le Thil 33850 LÉOGNAN - FRANCE
www.haut-bailly.com - Phone : +33 (0)5 56 64 75 11

SERVICES INCLUDED

French breakfast

Food & Wine
(upon request)

Heated pool

Bikes

Wifi

Carpark

Golden Award
Accommodation 

Category
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Chateau le pape

Air conditioning Safe Bathroom products Bathrobes and slippers Hairdryer Baby cot

Check-in : 2 pm - 6 pm   Check-out : 11 am

OFFERS

Robert Bedroom

32 m2 (344 sq ft) Bathroom with shower

Overlooking old vines Twin by request

OFFERS

Camille Bedroom

40 m2 (430 sq ft) Bathroom with shower

Overlooking the gardens and the vineyard

Online booking
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https://www.dropbox.com/sh/73wt0ypam9v0mud/AACFHsXx2UWvcAAkSD7PBspga?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/73wt0ypam9v0mud/AACFHsXx2UWvcAAkSD7PBspga?dl=0
https://www.haut-bailly.com/en/reservation.html


Chateau le pape

OFFERS

Christopher Bedroom
OFFERS

Juliette Bedroom

40 m2 (430 sq ft) Bathroom with shower

Views on the vines and the gardens  

37 m2 (398 sq ft) Bathroom with bath

Glass skylight

Air conditioning Safe Bathroom products Bathrobes and slippers Hairdryer Baby cot

Online bookingCheck-in : 2 pm - 6 pm   Check-out : 11 am
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Chateau le pape

OFFERS
Guillaume & Charlotte Suite

55 m2 (592 sq ft) Bathroom with shower

2 connecting rooms Bathroom with bath

Overlooking old vines Twin by request

Air conditioning Safe Bathroom products Bathrobes and slippers Hairdryer Baby cot

Online bookingCheck-in : 2 pm - 6 pm   Check-out : 11 am
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haut-bailly hospitality

TEAM & CONTACT

Our Team

The team at Chateau Haut-Bailly and Chateau Le Pape is eager to assist 
you in the organisation of your visit or customised event. We are here to 
make your experience at the Chateau a unique and memorable one.

Estelle Tehan
Hospitality manager

Daina Paulin
Commercial manager

Nicolas Jougnaux
Majordome

Véronique Sanders
General manager 

Pia Lombard
Communication

CONTACT OUR TEAM
hospitality@haut-bailly.com   |   Phone : +33 (0)5 56 64 75 11

Bénédicte Pinero
Executive coordinator

Jessica Lawther
Hospitality coordinator

Jean-Charles Poinsot
In-house Chef

Élise de Vial
Chateau Le Pape Housekeeper
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haut-bailly hospitality
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Our properties are located 15 km from the center of Bordeaux, 20 minutes 
from the train station and 30 minutes from Mérignac airport.

Getting to Haut-Bailly and Le Pape In the Region...

Our estates are 45 minutes away from the Bassin d’Arcachon and the Dune 
of Pyla, from Saint-Emilion village and vineyards, from the Médoc wineries. 
Located in the appellation Pessac-Léognan and on the Route des vins de 
Graves et Sauternes.

If you have time, visit the Cité du Vin, the CAPC museum of contemporary 
art, the Musée des Arts Décoratifs et du Design or Mollat bookshop, these are 
Bordeaux institutions with which Haut-Bailly works as a partner or a patron.

Chateau Haut-Bailly and Chateau Le Pape are located at the 
doorstep of Bordeaux, a UNESCO world heritage city. 
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Chateau Haut-Bailly
103 Avenue de Cadaujac
33850 Léognan - France

—
Chateau Le Pape

25 Chemin Le Thil
33850 Léognan - France

—
hospitality@haut-bailly.com

Phone : +33 (0)5 56 64 75 11
www.haut-bailly.com

#hautbaillyhospitality
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